Special Thanks to our Editors-in-Chief

The Publications Department of the headquarters office, the Societies’ presidents, and the ASA, CSSA, and SSSA Boards of Directors would like to extend special thanks and recognition to our editors-in-chief. Their tireless efforts, commitment to editorial excellence, and upholding of high standards and correct procedures in regard to our publication processes are greatly appreciated.

- Warren Dick, ASA editor-in-chief from 2009–2014, completed two terms of service (six consecutive years) in this highly esteemed position. Dr. Dick is with the School of Environmental and Natural Resources at The Ohio State University, Wooster, OH. Dick’s experience includes previous service as SSSA editor-in-chief (two terms) and years of service on many editorial and other committees.

- Andrew N. Sharpley has completed one term as SSSA editor-in-chief and has agreed to serve a second term. Dr. Sharpley is with the Crop, Soil, and Environmental Sciences Department, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville. He has served on and chaired several committees in addition to serving terms as associate editor and technical editor of *Journal of Environmental Quality* and co-editing other Society publications.

- We appreciate E. Charles (Charlie) Brummer’s continuing work as CSSA editor-in-chief. Dr. Brummer is with the University of California-Davis’ Department of Plant Sciences. He has served on numerous editorial and awards committees for CSSA as well as other committees and boards.

- Elizabeth A. Guertal begins her first term as ASA editor-in-chief as of January 2015. Dr. Guertal is with the Agronomy and Soils Department at Auburn University. She brings a wealth of experience to this position, having served as an associate and technical editor for *Crop Science*, associate editor for the *Soil Science Society of America Journal* and *Agronomy Journal*, as well as service on many other Societies committees and boards.

---

Journal of Plant Registrations


Tesfaye T. Tesso, *Associate Editor* (Sorghum), 1 Jan. 2012–1 Dec. 2014


Soil Horizons


Lorene A. Lynn, *Associate Editor*, 1 Apr. 2013–1 Dec. 2014


The Plant Genome


Elizabeth Dennis, *Associate Editor*, 1 July 2008–1 Dec. 2014


Noel Ellis, *Associate Editor*, 1 July 2008–1 Dec. 2014
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